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At this year’s Luxe Pack Monaco show, Aptar Beauty + Home is focusing on a

trend that stands out across all segments of the beauty sector: oil. 

This formulation is currently experiencing record growth because of its sensorial
properties and natural connotations, and as a result of the substantial progress
made in R&D, which has expanded both the efficiency and sensory appeal of oil.

Aptar Beauty + Home invites you to visit 'l’Atelier des Huiles' ("The Oil Workshop"),
the stand's innovation space which highlights our initiatives for embracing this trend
in our Facial Skincare, Sampling + Promotion, Fragrance, Haircare and Sun Care
ranges. Step into this ultra-sensory universe, in which you can explore the different
gestures for applying oils.

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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TodAy, fAciAL oiLs Are THe new BeAuTy eLixirs! 

Some of them have a key role in women’s beauty routines. Others play a starring
role in summer with their “All Over” formulas.

To address this strong need in the Facial Skincare market, Aptar Beauty+ Home is
presenting two specific packaging solutions.

First of all, it presents seruMony oil edition.

Facial oil can be used as a serum - apply three drops into the palm of the hand, rub
hands together to warm it up and then press it into the skin.

seruMony oil edition is a natural response to this method of application with
its “press to dispense” method, the perfect way to get the right dose of these ultra-
liquid and ultra-delicate formulas.

• Getting the right dose is child’s play: just press once and a drop falls into the
palm of the hand. You can then easily choose and control the quantity of formula
you wish to use.

• Once you've got the right dose, just lock the push-button by turning it a quarter
of the way around and replace the cap.

• Once you've used the product, the formula is protected from contact with the

air thanks to the SERUMONY Oil Edition airless system.

• Another plus: zero risk of spillage onto the bottle neck or outside the bottle,
since this beauty elixir is “captured” in an airtight bottle.

seruMony oil edition is compatible with most nourishing facial oils. 

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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Aptar Beauty + Home is also launching oiLMisT, a new pump for all over dry oils,
offering a tool for veritable well-being. 

with oiLMisT, oil comes out in a spray.

• This gentle action offers a sensual sensation that leaves you feeling good.

• The soft, modular pump is used to control dosage, ensuring your beauty ritual
is a success.

• A long, continuous spray releases an ultra-thin mist which penetrates the skin
instantly, providing immediate comfort.

• This pump is available in metal or plastic with a crystal cap option.

For Sampling + Promotion, Aptar Beauty + Home also offers OILMIST technology
in a Mini Packaging version: TrAVeL oiLMisT, a portable package for an even
spray.

• The perfect size to address two market trends: “Try before you buy” and “On-the-
go”. 

• This mini version can be used as either a portable product or a promotional
version. This new product can also be used in a Beauty Box with other facial
skincare products.

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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In the perfume sector, Aptar Beauty + Home is continuing to focus on the intimate
and sensual experience of NOTE, with a special version for perfume oils.

While perfume oils are now complementing and enriching the experience of
fragrance, they have existed for many years in ancient beauty rituals of the Middle
East along with the spray. 

noTe oil edition revisits this ritual, adding sophistication and precision. Already
consumer tested in Saudi Arabia, NOTE is perceived as a “unique” and “magic”
product, a “creative” offering in the perfume ritual.  

Naturally, this gesture offers an innovative solution by modernising the application
of perfume oil:

• A measured dose automatically fills the glass-like applicator.

• The application is controlled: the dose is dispensed gradually, by capillary

action, on the desired areas.

• This leak-proof system is suitable for standard 15mm feA bottles. 

A preview of noTe oil edition and its formulation will be presented at Luxe Pack
Monaco, in partnership with Firmenich for the formulation and the glass factory
Verreries Brosse, using their Up&Down technology to realize a unique bottle design.

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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Aptar Beauty + Home is launching two new solutions for the Hair Care and Sun
Care markets.

With oil becoming increasingly important in haircare routines, Aptar Beauty + Home
has expanded its lotion pump range with the new PZ Lark – a new cosmetic and
elegant designed pump, soft and gentle on the skin – which is ideal for professional
lotions and high-end haircare products.

• Featuring our renowned PZ pump technology, the PZ Lark has a soft actuation

even with highly viscous formulas.

• Its new elegant design and its discreet engine address the trend towards
transparent packaging widely seen in the luxury and professional haircare
markets.

• It is even more appealing with two aesthetic actuator designs, both of which are
lockable (and do not require any overcap).

There is a confirmed trend for oil based and high viscosity formulas in Sun, Hair
and Body Care. These new types of cosmetic formulas are difficult to atomize. To
address this need and further strengthen Aptar Beauty + Home leadership in fine
mist pumps, a new highly specialized spray insert for demanding formulas was
developed.

• The PZ Sprayer with the new insert technology for demanding formulas provides
a new sensorial experience to consumers that make it easy to apply a generous
amount of product onto the skin.

• The spray quality is very homogenous and even with a rounded spray angle,
perfectly suited to oil based and high viscosity formulas.

• The spray insert technology is compatible with the PZ spray range and aerosol
accessories, making easy for customers to adapt existing packaging and respond
to all needs on the sun care market.

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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Finally, this year, for the first time, Aptar Beauty + Home is bringing together and
promoting all of its customized activities directly at its stand, which has grown and
now includes an additional area dedicated to “the art of customization”.

This new space, known as “L’Atelier custom” (“The Customization Workshop”),
invites visitors to discover the activities of Aptar Beauty + Home on non-standard
products known as “Custom”, produced at sites such as Oyonnax (formerly MBF),
Le Neubourg, Charleval, Annecy (formerly Graphocolor) and Verneuil. 

The teams at these sites are passionate about inventing solutions and are rigorous
when it comes to ingenuity in engineering. All of the group's techniques are
presented through examples of the latest launches that responded to highly
ambitious briefs.

“Together, we are inventing a vibrant future for packaging,
delivering lifestyle solutions to your fingertips.”
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